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Abstract 
The matter of resilience as a tool for the movement of the engine of regional and urban development embeds 

strategies of diagnosis and of remedy in response to the action of external -or internal forces- in order to adapt 

and improve the “strained” system of the city. This concept, of course, is accompanied by the political and social 

resultant that becomes a useful criterion of wider analysis and reading of the city. The aim of this paper is to 

investigate the following questions by concentrating mainly on this important criterion. What are these 

forces/threats to the contemporary city and by whom are they defined as these? Are these threats realistic or are 

they constructed by the Capital in order to operate on specific social classes, gentrificate urban areas and mutate 

public space for its purposes? Increased security is a necessity or a pretext of oppression? How public space 

changed at the last years and lost its social meaning/purpose and how planning is engaged to this result? The 

answers will be accompanied by the focalization on the urban points of resistance/denial -especially in Greece- 

that defy Dominance and fortify the city against the massive sweep of the neo-capitalistic planning. 
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1 Introduction 
Today, the economic and social crisis that begun in 2007, expanded worldwide and continue to 

cause serious turbulences. Europe is swaged from the weak economies of the Mediterranean 

countries while the problems are not less for USA, Russia or even the colossus of progress and 

bigness that is China. Unemployment and flexible work dominates creating a slippery everyday 

life that is depicted beautifully in Philipp Mayer’s novel: American Rust. This insecurity is 

intensified from natural hazards, the rise of the Islamic terrorism and the inability of the 

governments to deal properly with the refugees matter originated from the wars in Middle East 

and North Africa. Resilience in planning is presented the last years as a solution that can fortify 

the city seen as a complex adaptive system. Is that so? I will try to answer considering the 

interdependence between the political and the planning.    

 

2 Methodology 
In the version that theory precedes empirical research and analysis, strongly connected with 

reductive (or abductive) syllogism, theory is indirectly correlated with the data within the 

meaning that is refined throughout preceding researches that can verify or falsify previous 

theories. Thereby I should formulate precise hypothesis from the beginning and estimate the 

data onwards, modifying them mainly through criteria of falsification. Nevertheless, I consider 

purposeful, consistent and effective, the theory, the development and the analysis of the data to 

grow contemporaneously throughout a dialectic process. Hence I decided to follow a method 

in order to move from the analysis of data to the procedure of formulation of explanations and 

vice versa, a kind of Lefebvrian transduction that parts from the information and the 

problematic of the shaped reality and continues with a constant replenishment between 

conceptual framework and empirical data.   
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I use anarchism (and not Anarchy which is different), the explication of the anarchist ideal in 

the historical becoming, as a method. Not only as Feyerambend's epistemological "anarchism" 

but as a tool for the analysis of power relations and hyperstructures. The ad hoc hypothesis that 

formulated the title of the present paper is that top-to–bottom decisions and plans embed strong 

power relations with the intention of preserving or creating inequalities. Resilience maybe is 

one of them.            

 

3 Resilience 
It is quite common in the wide/vast range of scientific articles and research papers to begin with 

a definition of the -relatively recent- term of resilience in order to focalize its meaning and its 

essence, unfortunately summarized at the end with the same concept of ecology. I must do the 

same but beginning from a rather different starting point and that’s because many times the 

same words can embed a different meaning.  

 

Resilience was first used in material sciences as a mechanical property that determined the 

ability of a material to resist shocks (dynamic forces) until its elastic limit and is different from 

tenacity that is the capacity of a material to absorb energy due to a static effort until its breaking. 

The term was borrowed from a plethora of other sciences – psychology (Gonzales, 2012; Rutter, 

1987), sociology (Adger, 2000; Hall&Lamont, 2013, Leichenko, 2011; Pelling, 2003); ecology 

(Andersson, 2006; Barnett, 2001; Folke, 2006; Holling 1973; Nelson 2014); economics (Rose, 

2004; Martin and Sunley, 2007; Pendall, Foster and Cowel, 2010; Pike, Dawley and Tomaney, 

2010), with the common meaning of recovery.  

 

The conventionally homogeneous ecological concept seems to be used on the most of the cases 

– including urbanism and urban resilience – as the natural ability of a system, seen as an 

organism, to maintain its consistency and its essence in response to the action of a force 

(endogenous or exogenous) that tries to destabilize its equilibrium (White, 2010). The examples 

that are exposed in the known book of Vale and Campanella (Vale&Campanella, 2004) are 

characteristically: From Mexico City’s earthquake of 1985 (op.cit.:255) until Los Angeles 

unrest of 1992 (op.cit.:299) and Oklahoma City’s bombing of 1995 (op.cit.:55) or Berlin 

bombing of 1945 (op.cit.:117) the urban destruction is seen as a common, or even natural, 

dissonance regardless the causes.    

 

Resilience differs from sustainability on the strategy that each one uses. The former, uses 

adaptation in order to engulf the stresses and the temporary changes, in other words, in order to 

face the contingencies. The latter tries to prevent, in other words to suppress the manifestation 

of these forces. Of course both can have the same ideological foundation (Slater, 2014) which 

is neoliberalism. The devout wish for safety and protection from threats like natural disasters 

(earthquakes, fires, typhoons) or man’s actions (war, riots, terrorism) does not derives from the 

necessity to preserve the people and the society but from the need to safeguard the functionality 

of the market and the Capital and to maintain the shaped power relations. Given that cities 

remain extremely transformative, unequal, dynamic and heterogeneous systems, this is far from 

challenging.  

 

4 Neoliberalism 
Nowadays the relentless charge of neoliberalism shaped the three common and dominant 

characteristics of the 21st century’s beginning which are: the homogenization, the 

festivalizzation and the inequality of the cities, as a corollary of globalization and the 

intensification of competiveness (Begg, 1999; Jensen-Butler et.al., 1997; Duffy, 1995) that 

constitute conscious choices of the urban governance. In particularly: the establishment of 
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cohesive “up-to-down” models in the settings of the neoliberal planning although it hasn’t yet 

achieve to quash completely the distinctiveness of each place and the polymorphism of the 

processes of its creation, has led to a model of “Americanization” that is encountered in Asia 

(Shanghai is transformed into a cloned Manhattan) in Latin America even in Europe (what’s 

the difference between the favelas of Rio and the slum of Dharavi in Bombay, or between the 

skyscrapers of Hong Kong and those of Melbourne or Caracas?) with the universality of the 

urban spaces towards the predictable and the known (as with the homogenization of beliefs, 

uses and experiences upon urban space) and a commercialization of architecture and urbanism 

that has reach its peak. Straordinary are the descriptions of Kuala Lumpur and Shaghai in the 

last book of Franco La Cecla (La Cecla, 2015:63-66, 87-90). It is the so-called “etero-

architecture” (Gurrieri, 2006; Leoni, 2004:133-140) representing a total eclectism of big scale.  

 

The periodic, spatial and thematic concentration of the political forces to big events (Ventury, 

1994), videlicet studies and actions based on the big and massive attendance of people with the 

pretest of the concurrent resolution of the city’s problems that couldn’t have been resolved 

separately, is associated with the international competition for a better position on the hierarchy 

of the cities that compete for the improvement of their image and attractiveness globally. This 

big event (Olympics, Expos, Festivals, International expositions) is a special incident of limited 

duration that happens in a constricted urban space that causes considerable changes – even 

when they are temporary – to citizen’s everyday life.     

 

The trend of big events begins in the first years of the eighties with the rampant 

deindustrialization and the forcement of the governments to engage a more entrepreneurial 

approach (Saunders, 1986; Harvey, 1989a) and remains till now because apart the urban 

pianification they work as efficient tools for the preserving of the political power and as pretests 

for urgent measures of suppression and displacement of the “internal enemy”.    

 

Nowadays the glorification of the neoliberal city and the urban “democracy” relied on the 

equilibrium that was based on the constant bigness (Koolhaas, 1995:494-516; 1994) and the 

lending, permitting Capital to lucre drawing from future revenues and at the same time sustain 

factitious social alliances. Indicant of the above is the Chinese paradigm that Harvey mentions 

in his book (Harvey, 2016:2) where, especially after 2008, the undertake of an enormous 

amount of construction projects kept labor at high levels but at the same time changed the 

physical environment of the country with the Chinese government using the 60% of world’s 

copper and more than half of cement and iron.  

 

Furthermore, the lending was permitting to a considerable percentage of the people to 

participate to a form of precarious prosperity (especially in Greece) that was feeding the 

precarious labor. Of course, when this gimmick run out, the decompression of the crisis at the 

end of the 20th century and at the beginning of the 21st century derived from the 

commercialization of the public goods (education, healthcare, infrastructures, etc.) in 

combination with the formation of societies of constant surveillance and into permanent state 

of emergency (internal and external enemy, terrorism, immigration, islamophobia).  

 

The deep crisis of neoliberism that started in 2007-8 and still is in progress, even though the 

creation of various city movements, drives to paths that is not so much the progressive 

democratic visions of solidarity but the scenarios of neo-conservatism, neo-totalitarism, neo-

imperialism and neo-fundamentalism (Brie, 2009:15-32). As Bonanno was saying Capital 

doesn’t really enter in ‘crisis’, the dominion doesn’t enter in ‘crisis’ (Bonanno, 2000:18). The 
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crisis is endemic of the capitalistic structure and is an essential component of the mode of its 

administration and the mode of the organization of the economic/productivity form.   

 

Neoliberalism express a complex, multilateral plan of social-spatial transfiguration: embed not 

only the utopic vision of a completely commercialized and globalized model of social life, but 

also a specific program of institutional change whereby the unhampered dominion of Capital is 

about to enhance (Brenner, 2002:362; Harvey, 1989:3-17). The paradigms of the tremendous 

urban entrepreneurialism are many but I can choose three of them who characterize the up-

down social-conquest effect and are associated with new forms of governing urban 

redevelopments characterized by less democratic and more elite-driven priorities 

(Swyngedouw, Moulaert, Rodriguez, 2002).  

 

The first is the large scale redevelopment and reshaped of Brooklyn’s waterfront landscape with 

the massive impalement of bars, boutiques, shopping centers and spas while the new residential 

towers have rise up the prices of the residency. The second is the transformation of Malaga’s 

waterfront with a long term plan focused on attracting private investments. The areas for 

commercial use multiplicated and the new landscape of Muelles Uno (14.000m2 for shopping 

and consuming) with the marina for luxurious yachts set up the usual urban scenery. The third 

is the ongoing gentrification of Plaine Saint-Denis who wants to transform this Parisian area 

into a large service centre with more than 800.000m2 of office space already made and other 

900.000m2 to be completed in the next years. It is the continuation of the tertiarisation of Paris 

which had began back from the sixties and started with La Defence.  

 

The triplicity of the neoliberal city (Osmont, 2006): submission to the rule of the Market’s 

competition, showcase of globalization, derivative of the legislative system, has a key-role for 

the neoliberal restructuring (Mayer, 2003:110-132), inflicts though serious problems: 

1. Creates “useful” and not cities. The former are those who offer appropriate urban 

infrastructure (roads, airports, urban services of high level, suitable for the attractiveness of 

investors) and consequently guarantees of social peace. The latter are the dark reflects of the 

former. Cities like Sao Paolo, Bankog or Shangai prove the ephemeral of the cunning 

development and how conducts to the marginalization of the low-urban and proletarian stratum 

with indirect delocalizations (extreme precarity of labor) privatizations and the abolishment of 

the social vestings. 

2. The ideology of the Market as tool for the economic and social regulation of the city - on 

which is founded the image of the neoliberal city - derives directly from the legitimation of 

political structural adaptations (especially at the beginning of the ‘90s) and is indispensable to 

show constantly its stability and cohesiveness. That means governance that becomes into “good 

governance”, exchangeable with democracy and equality of rights and is equivalent with State’s 

disengagement. 

3. The neoliberal city as derivative of a legislative system has particularly harsh consequences 

on the developing countries where the assistance is more connected on terms. Even in this 

situation the World Bank- IMF provide the most well known paradigms of orchestration of the 

urban neoliberal politics, implementing new models of intervention mainly in the metropolis of 

the so-called emerging countries, in order to make these models a global destination. 

 

Neoliberal city must prove that is sufficiently competitive, principally in terms of 

infrastructures, suitable for external investments, scan the horizon for investment and 

promotion opportunities, (Peck, Tickell, 2002:394), and that is capable of collecting earnings 

and taxes locally and of controlling the funds, limitating every  form of statal subvention, 

leaving their management on the free market. The appropriate term maybe is “glubanisation” 
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(Jessop&Sum, 2000:2296) used to accentuate the place and space based strategies in the global 

urban competition. This competition in the logic of the capitalistic development seems to 

operate “as an coercive law forcing the lowest common denominator of social responsibility 

and welfare provision within a competitively organized urban system” (Harvey, 1989:12). 

Principally though must show sufficient capability of orchestrating the society 

(security/surveillance) on the scope of a feigned participative approach. It is, as Harvey was 

writing: “…the arena of the most intense social and political confusions at the same time as it 

is a monumental testimony to and a moving force within the dialectics of capitalism’s uneven 

development” (Harvey, 1989:266). Neoliberal city combined with globalization signalize a new 

geography of Power, where the processes of domination passes already to other levels that are 

correlated and rather unified.         

 
Photograph 1 The bans and the dress code of town of Hvar, Croazia.  

Foto: Miha Barboric, 11/7/2017 

 

5 The internal enemy 
How resilience, this ‘sprinkle of ecologism’ (La Cecla, 2015:99), is involved in all the above? 

Capital needs of a flexible man, of a flexible and resilient city. Flexible not only as labor activity 

but as mentality (Bonanno, 2000:23), as capability of transformation, of acceptance, of 

consensus in front of: social inequality, unequally distribution of resourses (Mohai et al., 2009), 

surveillance, authoritarian measures and repression. Resilient city can be, must be at the same 

time the punitive city, the place where the rights of the most disadvantaged are downrated and 

their right to the city rescinded (Mitchell, 2001, p. 71). 

 

Resilience is a pretension, an excuse of power to vesture its goals with the garment of concern 

for the common good and right with nietzsheic terms. The planted trees on the balconies of 

Stefano Boeri’s towers at Isola Lunetta in Milano or those of Occitanie Tower in Toulouse by 

Nicolas Gilsoul are they enough for the restoration of the lost public green space and the 

justification of the implied displacement of the long-term residents because of the steep rents? 

And how do they contribute to the sustainable development? With the same way that various 

climate-adaption plans aggravate the condition of the urban poor by exacerbating socio-spatial 
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inequalities (Anguelovski et al., 2016, 2015). The invocation of vulnerability to natural hazards, 

the subjective urban degradation, ecolomy (Koolhaas, 2002:187) the plasmatic insecurity are 

all accompanied by land use management and urban planning as throughputs of specific 

regulations and anticipation of risks that are interpretated in politics of imposition who wants 

to ‘clear’ the city (La Cecla, 2008:94-103) from the ‘scums’ and the internal enemy.   

 

The (internal) enemy is constituted by whoever and whatever threatens the regularity and the 

smoothness of capital’s function and the correlated power relations. The homeless for example, 

according the neoliberal narrative, especially when they occupy public space, cause the 

downgrading of the overall image of urban space and consequently the product that is 

predestined to be losses its price. It is implicit so, the various antisocial behavior policies in UK 

and in France (Peel, 2005:271-281) to adopt measures of penalization of the deviancy and of 

protection of the public spaces. The benches with handles longwise and the bolts on the stairs, 

the recent regulation on clothing and behavior in Hvar a Croazia with fines that reach 700 euro, 

are precautionary measures that transform the use, the substance and the image of the public 

space. If the last is a generous poetic void of power (Cavalli, 2006) and the guaranty that the 

society of the citizens reproduces its fundamental rules: solidarity and citizenship, the 

commercialization destroys it by producing a sterile space and a polysegmented city.               

 

The erosion of the public space, of the social capital by the reproduction of new forms of 

insecurity and fear (with the pretext of natural hazards or terrorism) is implemented by the 

coercion and the inducement (Allen, 2003). The former is a special form of domination and 

consists of the affection of the behavior through the threat of violence and the imposition of 

sanctions. The latter is used complementary to persuade the subject for the benefits or the 

necessity of the proposed behavior. Power is always spatial because exist only where there is 

applied and in this way spatiality is essential for the implementation of the various modes of 

power (Allen, 2003:102). 

 
Photograp 2 Old and new benches on Madison Square Park, New York. 

Foto: Michael Spoon, 13/1/2008 
 

According the above, those who disagree with resilient city - even though its initial theoretic 

definitions embed ostensible positive sign for the citizens - express a clear disagreement against 

neoliberalism and the planning of Capital. This denial is formed in urban space by places that 

defy Dominance and fortify the city against the massive sweep of the neo-capitalistic planning. 

Squats are such places (heterotopias according Foucault) that become events interrupting or 
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postponing and questioning the given function of the city.  They don’t happen only in urban 

space but they determine their own spatial frame throughout a relational process that affects the 

whole city. From the Rota Flora in Hamburg until C-Squat in Lower East Side New York and 

59 Rivoli in Paris squats are bases for struggle and laboratories of self-organization, political 

fermentation and solidarity. They are integral part of the class and social struggles and points 

of communication for the oppressed and the resistant. They constitute a denial to the 

irrationality of the contemporary city that obeys the neoliberal logic and a re-appropriation of 

the stolen time and space, a venture for the reinvention of the citizenship, restoration of 

companionship and confidence relations collectively. An instance of deliberation. A true 

resilient point for the utopian citizenship (Attention here: utopian is something that is about to 

be realized instead of atopian which will never be materialized).  

 

In respect to the urban issue, squatting diverts the concept of the private space and converts it 

into public.  Greece with over a hundred of active anarchist squats represents a singular example 

of resistance to the neoliberal project. I will mention here in brevis the three most historical 

ones that constitute by themselves not only samples of opposition to gentrification and 

dominion but also points of collision and assertion that informed and graft the rest of the city 

with solidarity, such as the support to the 300 immigrants-hunger strikers in 2011, initiatives 

for the support of various conscientious objectors, protests against the immigration camps and 

the conditions in them, against the policing projects and fascist pogroms, support to the politic 

prisoners, manifestations for the strikers of ‘Viome’ and ‘Halivourgiki’ industries, actions 

against the gold-mines in Northern Greece (Skouries) and participation to the biggest revolt of 

the 20th century that erupted after the murder of Grigoropoulos in 2008.   

 

The first is Vila Amalias in Athens. The building was accommodating the translocated historic 

Second Lyceum of Athens between 1932 until 1973. In disuse from then was occupied in 1993 

by squatters who cleared the space and used it for music and philosophy lessons and as 

dormitory. In December of 2012 the State police evacuate the building with no specific reason. 

In 2016 the building is renovated on an express plan that was prepared after the evacuation in 

order to cancel the symbolism of the squat. It costs 3 million euro (European subvention) and 

accommodates 180 students while until then the municipality hadn’t spent more than 100 euro 

per student for the schools condition.  

 
Photograp 3 Villa Amalias before the forced eviction and the restoration. View from the internal court.  

 
Foto: villa-amalias.blogspot.gr/ 
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The second is Fabrica Yfanet in Thessaloniki. The interwar textile industry was correlated with 

the labor history of the city and still represents an example of the big interwar industrial 

architectural heritage that Greece has. In 2004 was occupied after 37 years of disuse and various 

speculative plans by anarchists that were protesting against the incarcerating of 7 manifestators-

hunger strikers at the European Council’s summit that was held in Thessaloniki in 2003. From 

then the squat provides lodging for the homeless, library, various lessons, theatric plays and 

concerts. 

 

The third is Parartima in Patras. The ex- branch of university of Patras, centre of the anti-

dictatorial struggle in 1973 was in serious degradation until 1999. Anarchist and leftish groups 

renovated the building and from 2008 and the December’s revolt is permantly squatted and 

function as social centre. In 2013, police forces following an extend plan over squatting 

evacuate the space and cementate the entrance. After a year or so anarchist groups reappropriate 

the building and nowadays still functions as social centre with plethora of activities. 
 

Photograph 4 Fabrica Yfanet. Part of the inside is turned into a skate park.  

 
Foto: Lazaros Motsanos, 7/3/2015 

 

6 Conclusion 
This paper disputes the real intention of the use of Resilience as tool for the improvement of 

the city and of the life of its citizens. It considers her as another tool in the hands of Power and 

Capital in order to manage its endemic crisis. A tool of oppression and abatement of rights and 

at the same time a tool for the mutation of the cities, and their urban communities, into full-

commercialized and extremely competitive products with the excuse of plasmatic, enlarged 

menaces. Resilience follows fear and the planning that follows resilience embeds the real 

intentions of Capital. The human ‘waste’, the homeless, the tremendous inequalities is the proof 

of the above. The response, the non-consent inheres in the deviant social groups, like anarchists, 

that act unorthodoxically in urban space, create nucleus of resistance like squats offers solidarity 

to the disadvantaged and engraft the city with the necessarily degrees of freedom.       
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